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LED lighting for hockey fields
Within hockey, it is important that the players and the public always have a clear view on the
ball and the game. LED floodlights offer the solution for high quality hockey lighting, thanks
to the daylight temperature they produce. The light has such a high uniformity that it
becomes pleasant for the players and the audience. The AAA-LUX luminaires meet lighting
standards and regulations by all international, national and local associations.
Hockey lighting
The unique design of the LED floodlights enable the re-use of the masts. In this way, no
additional investments are necessary, as the existing infrastructure can be reused. The low
weight and sail area are important aspects of the design of the LED luminaires. AAA-LUX
focuses on maximizing energy savings for hockey clubs. This can be as much as 80%. The
wireless control makes it possible to control the floodlights without cabling. This also ensures
that the hockey lighting can be controlled at all times. The light intensity can be adjusted to
training and competition levels, for example. This gives you control over the energy costs.
Hockey clubs in particular are embracing LED technology worldwide.
Hockey club Hurley from Amsterdam is one of them. They know that semi-dynamic
automation can contribute to considerable financial savings. But the achieved savings
success strongly depends on how members or employees use the dynamic control.
Smarter Control
In Australia the AAALux lights can be connected seamlessly to the award winning Floodlight
Management system from the Industrial Automation Group thereby providing mobile device
access (including dimming) and electrical usage monitoring.
This also includes a user pay facility using credit card and PayPal to allow payments without
council personnel involvement. The flexibility of the system extends to the use of swipe
cards, smart phones and PCs and provide end-users as well as local councils with full
details of the use of the lights and the associated usage cost.
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